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Abstract. In this paper we show how the quantitative forms of Kronecker's

theorem in Diophantine approximations can be applied to investigate view-

obstruction problems. In particular we answer a question in [Yong-Gao Chen,

On a conjecture in Diophantine approximation, III, J. Number Theory 39 ( 1991 ),

91-103].

1. Introduction

In [7] Cusick proposed the view-obstruction problems for «-dimensional ge-

ometry. Here we do not give the original definitions. Instead, we give equiva-

lent definitions. For details one may refer to Cusick [8] and the author [5]. The
view-obstruction problem for cubes in En is to determine the value

1
ait~2   '

where the supremum is taken over all «-tuples of positive integers ax, a2, ... ,

a„, and ||x|| denotes the distance from x to the nearest integer. The view-

obstruction problem for spheres in E" is to determine the value

where the supremum has the above meaning. We can derive that

X(n) = l-2k(n),

where
k(n) —    inf     sup   min ||a,í||.

«i, •••>«« fe[0,l]l<i<n

In [7] Cusick conjectured that k(n) = (n + l)~x, and the corresponding value

for X(n) is («-l)/(n+l). Up to now, we know that X(2) = 1/3, X(3) = 1/2,

X(4) = 3/5 (Cusick [7, 8]), v(2) = l/\/5 (Cusick [7]), u(3) = yßjl (Dumir
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(1) X(n) — 2   sup     inf   max
ai,...,ante[0,l]l<i<n

(2) v(n) = 2 sup     inf y^
ia,,...>a„ie[0,i]f-'
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and Hans-Gill [9], also see author [4]), v(4) = ^ 11/15 (author [5]). In [6] I
considered

Kf(n)=   sup   inf¿/(||<M||),
a\.a„teR .= 1

for non-negative real-valued functions f(x) in [0,1], where the supremum

is taken over all «-tuples of positive real numbers ax, a2, ... , an . There we

derived some properties of Kf(n) and proved that

v(n)2 v(n)2
hm ——¿- = sup

n->oc     n n        n

k(n) > (2n - I - (2n - 3)~x)-x,        « > 5.

In [4] the following lemma is given.

Lemma 1. Let 0 < X < \ be a real number and ax, a2, ... , an be n positive

real numbers. The following statements are equivalent:

(A) There exist n integers kx,k2, ... ,kn such that

a¡kj - üjki < ( 1 - X)üj - Xa¡,        i, j = 1,2,... , n.

(B) There is a real number x such that each \\a¡x\\ > X.

It is easy to see that k(n) is the maximum X for which (B) always holds

when ax, a2, ... , a„ are arbitrary positive integers. By Lemma 1 we know that
we need only to investigate the solubility of the inequalities system in Lemma

1(A). I have done some work in this direction. For related references one may
refer to [4]. In [4], remarks, the following problem is proposed.

Problem. Find the largest a such that given any e > 0, there exist finitely

many real points (/,, m¡, «,) (i = 1, 2, ... , s) satisfying for any three positive

numbers ax, a2, <z3 with l¡ax + mia2 + n¡a^ ^ 0 (i = 1, 2, ... , s) there exist

three integers kx,k2, kj, such that

a¡kj - üjk¡ < ( 1 - X)a¡ - Xa¡,        i, j = 1, 2, 3,

where X = a - e.

In this paper we show how Bacon's quantitative form of Kronecker's theorem

in Diophantine approximations implies that a = \ not only for this particular

case but also for general cases. We also given another quantitative form of
Kronecker's theorem and use it to prove the following conclusion.

Theorem. Let « > 4. Then

1 "
-rv(n)2 = sup   inf y^
4 4,(3)'€[0,l]^

1 2
avt - 2

X(n) = 2   sup      inf   max
^(lB+5)<€[0,l]l<i<n

avt--
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where sup^^ denotes that the supremum is taken over all n-tuples of integers

ax,a2,... ,an such that (ax, a2,..., a„) £ An(N), and

A„(N) - {(ax, ... , a„) £ N" : there exist integers c¡ (I < i < n) with

\c¡\ < N and not all c, equal to zero such that cxax-\-h c„a„ — 0}.

2. The answer to the problem

In this section we employ Bacon's quantitative form of Kronecker's theorem

to give a complete answer to the problem in the introduction. I thank one of the
referees who made me aware of Bacon's result and gave me many suggestions.

Let

B„(N) = {(ax, ... , a„) £ R" : there exist integers cx, c2, ... , c„

with 0 < \cx\ H-h \c„\ < N such that cxax H-h c„a„ = 0}.

Lemma 2 (Bacon [1], p. 784). If (ax, ... , an) <fc B„(c(n)N), then there exists
a real number t such that

1
ait - 2

1 •    ,   „
< —,        i = l,2, ... ,n,

where
(n3-n)/12

c(«) = i(«-l)3/2(
125

48

Now we give the answer to the problem. Noting the fact that

1
att - -

1
2 - \W\\ >

by Lemma 2 we know that for (ax, ... , an) £ Bn(c(n)/e) there exists a real

number t such that

HMI > 2 - e '        i'=l,2,...,«.

Thus by Lemma 1 we know that the largest a in the problem is 1 /2.

3. The proof of the Theorem

Bacon's quantitative form of Kronecker's theorem cannot be employed to

prove the theorem for c(n) large enough. In this section we use the method in

Bohr and Jessen [2] to prove another quantitative form of Kronecker's theorem,

which can be employed to prove the theorem. Let

R„(N) = {(ax, ... , an) £Rn: there exist integers c,■ (I < i < n) with |c,| < A

and not all c, equal to zero such that cxax H-h c„a„ = 0}.

Let A > 2 be an integer and bv = bv(N), b-v = bv (1 < v < N - 1) be real
numbers satisfying bo = 1 and

N-l

Gn(í) =    5Z   bve,vt > 0   for any real number t.

v=-N+\
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Lemma 3. Let ax, a2, ... , an be real numbers.  For (ax, ... , an) £ Rn(N)

we have
n

infJT\\avt - av\\2 < ^n(l - bx(N)).
v=\

Proof. Let
n

p (A = y^/£-27u(a„i-a„) _|_ £27C¡(a„¡-a„)y

v=l

Since (ax, a2, ... , a„) £ Rn(N), we have

Hn(t) = GN(2n(axt- a.)) • • ■ GN(2n(ant - an))

= I + bxFn(t) + Sn(t),

Hn(t)Fn(t) = 2nbx+Rn(t),

where S„(f) is a trigonometrical polynomial whose exponents are all different
from 0, ±2nav (I < v < n), Rn(t) is a trigonometrical polynomial whose
exponents are all different from 0. Hence

(3) lim ^= f   Hn(t)Fn(t)dt = 2nbx,
T—*oo ¿1   J_y

(4) lim -Í- /   Hn(t)dt=\.
T—»oo ¿1   J_t

Again we have H„(t) > 0 and

n n

Fn(t) = 2^cos27r(ö„/ - av) = 2^2cos2n\\avt - av\

v=\ v=l

n

(5) =2^(l-2sin2(n||iZ„i-at)||))

v=l
n _n

< 2^(1 - Mavt - av\\2) < 2« - 16 inf Y^ \\avt - av\
¿—' teR*—1
v=\ v=\

By (3), (4) and (5) we have

n

2nbx <2n- 16inf V \\avt - av\
Í6R'

v=l

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.

Lemma 4.

m>-n~+-V        4V{n)  * mn   ifn>-A-

Proof. That X(n) > ^| is a known result (Cusick [8]). For any positive integers
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k, I we have

1
k+l

.v(k + l)2 =    sup      inf y^
4 «,,...,**+, «=[0,1]^

/ *
=   sup     inf     y^

c\,-,c¡ N'-'

(       k

>   sup   I   inf y^
-ft,,...,6, Ve[0'1]ít

Ci,...,C;

a¡t

bit-

V-j

/'=1

¡=i

C/Í

=   sup     inf y^
¿,,...,^^[0,1]^

= L(k)2 + L(i)2,

bit~2
2 I

+  sup    inf y^
e1>....el«€[0>l]'f-'

at - 2

4   v  '      4

where a¡, b¡ and c, are positive integers. Thus

v(4k)2>kv(4)2, v(4k+l)2>kv(4)2,

v(4k + 2)2 > kv(4)2 + v(2)2,       v(4k + 3)2 > kv(4)2 + u(3)2.

From these inequalities and v(2)2 = 1/5 (Cusick [7]), v(3)2 = 3/7 (Dumir

and Hans-Gill [9]) and

i/(4)2>4  inf     2~     »€[0,1] I
1

+ It-
1

+ 3;
1 11

15'

we can derive that u(n)2 > lln/75 if « > 4.   In fact I have proved that

v(4)2 =11/15 in [5]. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.

The Proof of the Theorem. (A) Let b0 = 1, h = y/l/l, b2=l/4. Then

G3(t) = ¿ &„<?*" = (cost + ^ j   > 0.

By Lemmas 3 and 4 we know that for (ax, ... , an) £ Rn(3) we have

infV
í€R^

u=l

1 1 /,     v^\ 11 1   , o

Again N" n Rn(3) = An(3). Hence

1
v(n)2 = sup   inf y^

*(3)'6lM]£j
M-2

(B) Since the Fejer kernel

N-l

GN(t)=    £
A-lui

v=-JV+l
A

(/a/2) y
A V sin(r/2) J
1   /sin

Â v~sii
>0,
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by Lemmas 3 and 4 we know that for (ax, ... ,an) £ Rn(\n + 5) and « > 4

we have

inf max
«eR \<v<n

avt
1

<infY
~ te**—1

v=l

1
0,1- 2

n1

8[«/2]+ 5
<

sK'-*'([H+5))

where [x] denotes the integral part of x . Again N"C\R„(jn + 5) = A„(¿n + 5)

So

X(n) = 2   sup     inf   max
, ,i       'e[0,i]i<t.<«

avt-^

Finally we note that in the above we have used the fact that ||û„î-^|| = ||a„{r}-

j || for an integer av , where {t} is a fractional part of /. This completes the

proof of the theorem.
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